
One look at the 2275RLi tells you all you need to 
know about this ‘toon: it can flat-out fly. The shiny triple-
pontoon base combined with a richly colored exterior 
makes it seem like the boat is begging you to take it out 
on the lake and push her to the limit. 

Bennington is known for quality, so it comes as no 
surprise that the 2275RLi comes standard with a 10-foot 
bimini top with embroidered boot, quick-release fittings 
and a one and a quarter-inch frame, six-inch Bennington 
stainless steel cleats, stainless corner castings, Playpen 
cover, streamline rail system and much, much more. 
Sixteen-inch on-center main cross members and a 
through-bolted chassis support the top deck.

Rated up to 250hp with the ESP Elliptical Sport 
Package, this boat is built for speed. Bennington 
constructed the 2275RLi ESP with displacement in mind. 
The ESP package includes a 32-inch elliptical center 
tube, two 25-inch outer tubes, performance foils, Sea 
Star hydraulic steering and an under-deck waveshield to 
further reduce drag. 

But just because this boat was designed to scream 
across the water doesn’t mean Bennington scrimped on 
style or comfort. The two chaise lounges up front have 
plenty of underneath, ventilated storage, while LED 
mood lighting can set the atmosphere at your next on-
water party. A mahogany kidney table and mahogany-
accented portable cup holders make the interior pop.

Console features include a 12-volt outlet, automotive-
style console cap, analog gauges, speedometer, depth 
graph, locking wallet box, locking side-access storage 

and Sony GT series CD with MP3 and four speakers with 
color-matched speaker grills.

The Bennington 2275RLi with Yamaha 150TXR four-
stroke and ESP Elliptical Performance Package is $41,092.
Length: 24 feet, 2 inches
Beam: 8 feet, 6 inches
Weight: 2,244 lbs.
Maximum Capacity: 11 passengers/1,480 lbs.
Maximum Horsepower: 225hp
Web: www.benningtonmarine.com
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